SUCCESS STORY
« Hands-free » Access control : FDI and Tissot real estate
achieve free flowing traffic in their parking lot

ELA Innovation and ECTECH ensure
the access control of 900 vehicles into
the FDI group and Tissot real estate
CLIENT NEEDS
Improve the traffic flow and
avoid an increase of traffic
Facilitate the parking access for
900 vehicles in less than an hour
Secure the parking access

The business center @7Center created by FDI group and
Tissot real estate trusted ELA Innovation and ECTECH to
manage the ins and outs in its parking lot. Indeed, this
site generates every day an important traffic composed of
numerous users accessing one of the 900 parking spots
divided in 2 levels.
The group wanted to achieve free flowing traffic in the
parking and reduce the car crash risks. To tackle this
problem, ELA Innovation and ECTECH deployed a “hands
free” access control system allowing users to access
quickly and easily to their parking spot.

ADVANTAGES

Solution easy to deploy
Reading speed < 1 second in
and out
Compact and sturdy tags
100% autonomous tags

THE PROJECT ACTORS

Tags
manufacturer

Integrator - installer

RESULTS
End user
900 vehicles enter the parking
in less than an hour
Better flow at the parking
entrance

End user

« An exceptional quality-price ratio »
E. Cassegrain - CEO - ECTECH

THE EQUIPMENT
PUCK DOT : High precision identifier tag in each vehicle1
The TAG ACTIVATOR awakes the PUCK DOT2
The SCIEL READER R gather the PUCK DOT number3
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THE OPERATING MODE
Technically speaking, the “hand free” access control
solution hinges on the Active DOT RFID technology.
This identification technology gathers 2 wavelengths:
- A low frequency (125kHz) allowing to detect the
vehicle at a precise and configurable distance from the
barrier.
- A high frequency (433MHz) allowing the secured
transmission of identification data to the reading
equipment.
The reading equipment are compact and can be
integrated discreetly inside the barrier. The PUCK DOT is inside the vehicle. It can be detected even
if it is not fixed on the windshield.
The reading distance can be set from 1 to 25 meters and the reading is achieved in less than 0.25
seconds allowing to achieve a free flowing traffic.

For 20 years, ELA Innovation designs and manufactures beacons, tags and industrial sensors 100%
autonomous. Based on wireless communication technologies, Bluetooth Low Energy, Active RFID
and LoRa, these sturdy and compact products answer numerous industrial needs such as: indoor
and outdoor people and assets localization, automatic inventory, access control or the temperature
monitoring in refrigerated trucks.
sales@elainnovation.com
www.elainnovation.com

